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ABSTRACT
Increases in average density have been observed during lower-hybrid
current drive experiments (LHCD) on the Versator II tokamak, and on other LHCD
experiments where inductive-ohmic and lower-hybrid current drive are combined.
In the present experiments it is found that this density increase is the
result of an improvement in global particle confinement time, rp, in com-
parison to purely ohmic discharges with similar plasma parameters.
Furthermore, it is found that the improved confinement occurs only when the
anomalous doppler relaxation instability of the anisotropic high energy
electron tail is stabilized during LHCD.
tPermanent address: Department of Physics, Kyoto University, Kyoto 606, JAPAN
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years considerable effort has been directed toward understanding
lower-hybrid current drive in tokamaks. Lower-hybrid current drive alone or
in combination with current drive by the inductive or ohmic heating electric
field has been shown to be an effective method of efficiently maintaining, or
ramping-up, the current in tokamak discharges.1~4 However, relatively little
attention has been given as yet to the questions of particle and energy
confinement in lower-hybrid driven tokamak discharges. The density behavior,
in particular, has been found to be anomalous in experiments where
lower-hybrid current drive is introduced into quasi-steady ohmically driven
discharges. It is generally observed that the plasma density tends to
increase during the RF pulse.1,5-7 In principle, such density behavior could
result from additional ionization of hydrogen or impurity atoms, or from an
increase in the particle confinement time of the discharge. In the present
experiments the ionization and confinement behavior of discharges with
inductive and combined inductive and lower-hybrid current drive is
investigated and it is shown that the density increase is due to improved
particle confinement.
Our experiments have been carried out in comparatively low density
plasmas (n <6x11 2cm-3 ) where lower-hybrid current drive is most efficient
for our source frequency of 800 MHz. In this low density regime inductively
driven discharges possess a nonthermal runaway electron tail component and
since the earliest tokamak experiments this type of discharge has been known
to exhibit a relaxation instability of the electron tail. This instability,
the anomalous doppler tail mode,8-13 is driven by the velocity anisotropy of
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the tail (T,, > TL). When the mode is unstable, a spectrum of unstable waves
is generated and a fraction of the high energy tail electrons are scattered in
pitch-angle by collective interaction with the waves. This instability
manifests itself in experiments by enhanced cyclotron emission, x-ray bursts,
and relaxation oscillations of the loop voltage, plasma current, and
coincident bursts of RF noise. The application of lower-hybrid current drive
to inductively driven discharges has been found to lengthen the period of the
relaxation oscillations14 , and under some conditions the mode can be
suppressed throughout the RF pulse. In fully RF driven discharges with
constant current and Vloop = 0 the relaxation oscillations also can be
stable 15-17, 25,26- In the present paper the suppression of the anomalous
doppler mode and the particle confinement behavior during current drive are
shown to be related.
The experiments were done on the Versator II tokamak device. The device
parameters were: Ro = 40 cm, a = 13 cm, Bo = 10-15 kG, and I = 30-40 kA.
Lower-hybrid waves were coupled into the Versator II plasma by means of a four
waveguide phased array coupler made of carbon coated 304 L stainless steel.
The individual waveguides had a 1 cm opening, a 20.8 cm height, and a wall
thickness of 0.19 cm, and the power spectrum of the array as a function of
wave number was peaked at N,1 =ck,/w=6 for relative phasing between waveguides
of A4 = 90*. The source frequency was 800 MHz and the total power available
was 100 kW. In the ohmic phase of the tokamak discharges the plasma density
was controlled by a programmable gas feed system employing a piezoelectric
puff valve. The vacuum chamber wall and limiter material was 304 L stainless
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steel; impurities and recycling of neutrals were controlled by deposition of
titanium on the vacuum chamber walls prior to each experimental run.
The following procedure was used in our experiments: quasi-steady plasma
conditions were produced in an inductively driven initial phase of the
discharge, then the RF power source was pulsed driving an additional RF
current for a time which is long compared to the particle confinement time.
This procedure allows the confinement before and during the RF pulse to be
directly compared on the same shot.
II. DENSITY AND IONIZATION BEHAVIOR
The basic density phenomena under investigation occured, as shown in Fig.
1, when RF power was introduced into the ohmic discharge. The typical behavior
of the density in the initial ohmic phase of the discharge was controlled by
external hydrogen gas feed. In the case shown in Fig. 1 the initial gas puff
raised the average density to 4.4 X 101 2cm-3 . After the gas feed was shut off
the plasma density began to decay. When RF power was applied so as to drive
current, the density decrease was arrested and the density began to increase.
After the end of the RF pulse the density decayed rapidly. The Abel
inverted 4mm interferometer data indicates that the density profile became
somewhat more peaked during the RF pulse; this peaking is evident in Fig. 1b.
The total number of electrons obtained from spatial integration of the spatial
density profile, N = 4ir2Roj rdrn(r), increased during the RF pulse and
approximately followed the behavior of ii. However, the time evolution of N
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did not follow that of n identically because of profile changes. This
density behavior was typical of cases where the lower-hybrid coupler was
phased so as to launch traveling waves in the electron ohmic drift direction,
i.e., the current drive direction. When the coupler phasing was reversed so
as to launch waves in the anticurrent drive direction, AO =-900, no density
increase was seen.
In general, increases in plasma density and total particle number may
result from three possible causes: (1) increased ionization of hydrogen, (2)
increased ionization of impurities, and (3) improved particle confinement.
The first two possibilites were carefully explored and eventually rejected.
The hydrogen and common impurity line emissions were surveyed using visible
and UV instruments, and the behavior of the hydrogen and impurity ionization
sources were found to decrease or remain unchanged during the density rise as
shown below.
The ionization rates of hydrogen were inferred from Ha line emission. The
Ha emissivity is proportional, over a wide range of plasma conditions, to the
volumetric hydrogen ionization rate.18 The hydrogen line emission was
monitored, both with a 1/2-m visible monochromator, and with a small photodiode
detector which viewed the plasma through an H. line interference filter. The
small H. detector was easily movable between shots from one viewing port
location to another. Using this detector the H behavior was monitored at
five toroidal locations. Representative signals of this H survey are shown
in Fig. 2a. The signals shown were all taken during a single run. Under
fixed experimental conditions, the time dependence and amplitude of the
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Ha signals were well reproducible from shot-to-shot. Interestingly, the
monitored H emission generally decreased during the LHCD density rise and
remained, for the duration of the RF pulse, at levels typically 10-30% lower
than the purely ohmic case. Thus, during the RF pulse the ionization rate
decreased, even though the density increased. In general, at the end of the
RF pulse the Ha signals increased rapidly. This behavior was in contrast to
the effects of gas puffing in the purely ohmic phase of the discharge. As
seen in Fig. 2a the density rise caused by the initial hydrogen gas puff was
accompanied by a significant rise in H. brightness at all toroidal locations,
with the largest increase occuring at locations nearest the puff valve.
The decreases in the hydrogen ionization rates during the RF pulse
evident from the Ha signals in Fig. 2a are expected if indeed the bulk particle
confinement was improved during the RF pulse. When the bulk particle
confinement improves, the global loss rate of particles from the plasma must
decrease and consequently the flux of particles to the chamber walls
decreases. Such a reduction in particle flux to the walls then causes a
reduction in the recycling rate of neutral hydrogen from the walls which is
observable as a decrease in the Ha signal level. The observation of reduced H
signals during the RF pulse is therefore consistent with an improvement in the
global particle confinement time.
It is noteworthy that when additional H2 gas was supplied by opening the
gas puff valve during the RF pulse, very large increases in density were
obtained in comparison to puffing during the ohmic phase. This increase was
sometimes large enough to cause a loss of radial equilibrium position control
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of the plasma. Also, gas puffing during the RF pulse in some cases caused the
density to increase above the density threshold for efficient current drive
with the 800 MHz power source, -n = 6x10 12cm-31. In view of the sensitivity
of the plasma to gas puffing during current drive, most data were taken with
the gas puff valve closed during the RF pulse. The hydrogen ionization rates
were maintained by recycling of neutral hydrogen from the vacuum chamber
walls. With refined gas feed rate control and equilibrium position control,
gas puffing experiments during the RF pulse should be possible.
The possibility of RF induced breakdown must also be considered as a
potential source of ionization; RF electric fields in the range of 1kV/cm can
occur at the end of the waveguide coupling structure. Such electric fields
may cause significant hydrogen ionization under breakdown conditions. To
investigate this possibility, the H detector was used to view the waveguide
coupler directly. In these experiments the RF coupler was mounted in a top
port, above the plasma, and the H detector viewed the entire waveguide area
from a bottom port located directly below the RF coupler. As shown in Fig.
2a, the H emission from the RF port location did not increase during the RF
pulse; thus RF induced ionization was not occurring in these cases, and cannot
be the source of the plasma density increase.
It is important to determine the spatial extent of the ionization source
region in the plasma in these low density conditions to ascertain that
localized sources of ionization were not neglected in the H. survey. In high
density tokamak operation, the highest ionization rates are normally found
near the gas feed port and the limiters, and can be localized in a relatively
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narrow region near the edge of the plasma. 19 In the low density regime the
ionization mean free path is longer so the spatial extent of the ionization
region is expected to be more diffuse. The radial extent of the ionization
region was obtained in the present experiments by horizontal and vertical
scans of the collimated H detector. These spatial scans indicated that the
hydrogen ionization was not strongly localized near the edge, but had a
relatively flat profile with a broad maximum at r = 8-10 cm.
The measurement of the net hydrogen ionization rate was possible in these
discharges because of the relatively weak dependence of the ionization source
on radial and toroidal position. In Fig. 2a the H signal levels at the
various toroidal locations are seen to be similar during the RF pulse; in
contrast, during the initial ohmic phase the H signal from the gas puff port
location is typically a factor of 2-3 higher than at the other locations.
Because the Ha emission was not highly localized, the signals from the
toroidal locations monitored during the H survey were taken as representative
of the global Ha behavior.
The behavior of the nonhydrogenic species, e.g., oxygen, carbon, nitro-
gen, etc. was also monitored by means of the visible and VUV monochromators.
As evident in Fig. 2b, the chord brightness of typical impurity lines
decreased or remained unchanged during the RF pulse. These measurements imply
that there was not any significant increase in the influx of impurity com-
ponents during current drive, at least at the RF power levels of interest in
these experiments. This result is in contrast to experiments at high power
density where impurity generation can be a serious problem.20 An influx of
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impurity atoms sufficient to cause the observed large electron density
increase would certainly cause a detectable increase of line radiation. From
these impurity measurements, and the H survey, it is concluded that there was
no significant global increase in ionization of hydrogen or impurity species
during the injection of RF power, and hence increase must have been caused by
improved particle confinement during the RF current drive phase of the
discharge.
III. PARTICLE CONFINEMENT
The qualititive conclusion arrived at the preceding section, that the
particle confinement time,1Gp,increased during RF current drive will be made
more quantitative in this section. An analysis of the time evolution of the
global particle balance in the discharge was carried out, and the relative
magnitude of the particle confinement time during the ohmic and current drive
phases of the discharge was determined. The global particle confinement time




where N is the total number of electrons in the discharge (obtainable from
spatial integration of the density profile data), S is the total ionization
source, andcp is the global particle confinement time. The quantities N
and dN/dt entering the definition of Cp are easily determined from spatially
scanning microwave interferometer measurements and Abel inversion. Direct
measurement of the total ionization source, S, is more difficult. At the
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temperature and density typical in these discharges, the H line emissivity is
approximately proportional to the volumetric hydrogen ionization rate, and, in
principle, absolute intensity measurements of the Ha line emission from the
entire toroidal plasma would be necessary to obtain the total ionization
source S. This is not possible, however, due to the inevitable limitations of
port access to the vacuum chamber. Fortunately, the desired information about
S is obtainable owing to the fact that in these low density discharges the
ionization region is diffuse and relatively uniform toroidally, at least
during the RF pulse.
The H signals were surveyed at a number of toroidal locations and were
found to have similar time dependences during the RF pulse, as is evident in
Fig. 2a. Thus a single H signal may, in fact, be taken as representative of
the time dependence of S, or equivalently, signals from many port locations
may be averaged. The source function is obtained using the equation:
S =So <Ha(t) > (2)
<Hao >
where S0 is the source function at some initial time t = to before the RF
pulse, <Ha (t)> is the Ha brightness averaged over all toroidal locations,
and Hao is the initial Ha brightness at t=to. The time dependence of S is
contained in the quantity (Ha (t)>. Only the initial normalization of S =
S at t = to remains to be determined.
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In the following analysis the initial normalization of S is obtained by
choosing an initial value of S=Coat t=t 0 ; this choice, together with the
measured values of N and dN/dt determine S0 through Eq. (1). This procedure
is justified since the q'uantity of interest is the relative increase in the
ratio tp/Zo during the RF pulse, and as will be shown below, this ratio turns
out to be relatively insensitive to the numerical value of V chosen. With
S determined by the choice of VC, the subsequent time evolution of S is
obtained from the H signals, thus the time evolution of S and hence-C p can be
calculated using Eqn.s, (1) and (2).
An example of the evolution of Tp during the RF pulse is shown in Fig. 3.
The initial value of p was chosen to be CO=0.5 milliseconds which is con-
sistent with the observed density evolution in the initial ohmic phase of the
discharge. During the RF pulse,tC increased rapidly for a 3 millisecond
interval, then increased more slowly to a maximum value of 1.2 millisecond at
the time of maximum density. As the density began to decay Tp slowly
decreased, and when the RF was shut off p decreased rapidly on a
sub millisecond time scale. The evolution of p shown in Fig. 3 is typical of
cases where RF current is driven with sufficiently high RF power levels. The
RF power threshold at which this confinement increase occurs will be discussed
in the next section.
Of course, the magnitude of CP obtained above is dependent on the
initial value, = to; however, the result that tp approximately doubles
during the RF pulse is relatively insensitive to the numerical value of the
confinement time t in the initial ohmic discharge. This may be seen by0
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rewriting the particle balance equation in terms of the ratio of the
confinement time during the RF pulse at peak density, Tp,= Tsto the initial
confinement timeC . The ratio of confinement times is given by:
V0 ~ ~ N.E
(3)
where the quantities with subscript zero refer to the initial time to before
the RF pulse, and those with subscript one refer to the later time t 1 when
dN/dt = 0 during the RF pulse. For the data shown in Fig. 3 the ratio of con-
finement times is t,/to= 2.32 forrt = 0.5 millisecond, and this ratio varies by
only + 10% for 0.1 < TO< 1.0 millisecond. Therefore, the factor of 2.3 increase in
confinement during the RF pulse for the data analyzed in Fig. 3 may be stated
with confidence.
Using a simple extension of the global particle confinement equation, we
can also calculate the reduction in particle loss rate during the transition
from the ohmic phase to the improved confinement phase. The loss rate during
the improved confinement phase will be denoted by RO; during the RF pulse we
have N/C-. = Ro. During the ohmic phase some additional losses are present and
this additional loss rate is denoted by R'. In the ohmic phase
N
= RO + R'.
P (-
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The loss term R' represents a particle loss channel which is operative
during the ohmic phase and inoperative during the improved confinement phase.
In this model, the effect of the RF is simply to eliminate the loss term R',
leaving the term R0 unchanged. The ratio of the loss terms from the above
equations is
R I 0 No
The quantities with subscript zero refer to a time to before the RF pulse
and those with subscript one refer to a time tj during the RF pulse. For the
data in figure 3 we have to = 17.5 milliseconds, No = 3.1 x 1017 particles and
ti = 27.5 milliseconds, N1 = 4.0 x 1017 particles. The ratio tyr was found
above to be 2.3. So the ratio of the loss terms in this case is R'/Ro = 0.8.
Hence, during the improved confinement phase the particle loss rate
decreased by the factor Ro/(R 0 + R') = .55. The loss channel R', accounting
for approximately 45% of the total particle losses during the ohmic phasehas
been eliminated by the application of lower-hybrid current drive.
Of course, modeling the transport of particles by the global particle
balance is only the simplest approach to the problem. In view of the peaking
observed in the density profile during the RF pulse, Fig. 1b, it may be
possible that the local transport rate near the magnetic axis is reduced by
the action of the RF. Such peaking would occur if the outward particle
transport in the central core of the plasma was reduced. Detailed modeling of
the spatial density profile will require numerical solution of the relevant
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transport equations. Even such modeling may not allow a unique determination
of the diffusion coefficient in view of the apparent necessity of including
both an anomalous diffusion coefficient dependent on the radial coordinate,
and an anomalous inward particle flux. 21,22
It also appears possible that the global energy confinement time,VE, may
be affected by lower-hybrid current drive in the same way as the particle
confinement. Central 'electron temperature measurements reported earlierl, and
approximate global power balance calculations give preliminary indications
that the bulk energy confinement time,tfi, may also have increased during the
RF pulse; however, temperature profile data and radiative power loss
measurements will be needed to confirm the behavior of tE during current
drive.
IV. ANOMALOUS DOPPLER MODE
Tokamak discharges in regimes of sufficiently low density (Ope < ce), as
is well known, are typified by the appearance of suprathermal runaway electron
tails.8 ,23 The anisotropy of the resulting electron velocity distribution
(T, > T.) can drive the anomalous doppler instability, a characteristic
relaxation instability in these discharges, which causes periodic oscillations
in various monitored signals.23  The experimental indications of this unstable
mode include the following: enhanced non-thermal emission at the electron
cyclotron frequency and its harmonics, bursts of hard x-ray emission from the
limiter and chamber walls, enhanced perpendicular x-ray bremsstrahlung
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radiation from the plasma, and bursts of RF radiation in the frequency range
*pi 4 pe 14,23,24.
In this section, it will be shown that the improved confinement behavior
discussed in the previous sections is associated with the RF induced
stabilization of this tail mode. The physical picture of this mode, put
forward in reference 9, will briefly be recounted. The anisotropy of the
electron distribution produced by the ohmic heating electric field can excite
unstable electrostatic waves w = a pek"/k through competition between Landau
damping atw =kv, and growth at the anomalous doppler resonance,
(J +te- klivil = 0, where kit, and v,, are the wave number and electron
velocity parallel to the magnetic field, w is the electron cyclotronce i
frequency and 6 is the electron plasma frequency. In the doppler resonancepe
interaction the wave effectively pitch-angle scatters the high energy
electrons in the tail. The pitch-angle effect tends to increase the tail
temperature perpendicular to the magnetic field, T,, evolving the distribution
function to a more isotropic state. After the anomalous doppler resonance
produces sufficient pitch-angle scattering, a second stage of the instability
occurs in which electrons which were bunched at lower v, in the first stage
excite an additional wave spectrum through Landau growth. The consequent
quasi-linear diffusion then flattens the tail in the parallel direction. The
final relaxed state of the electron distribution exhibits an extended tail in
the parallel direction with a large perpendicular temperature. The steady
state ohmic heating electric field then can accelerate electrons toward larger
vi, values, eventually resulting in an unstable distribution again. This
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process can repeat giving rise to the observed relaxation instability. This
picture appears to give a good qualitative account of the features of this
mode as observed in ohmic discharges.
When the toroidal current is generated by lower-hybrid waves the behavior
of the tail mode will be modified by quasi-linear effects produced by the
externally applied waves. In the experiments the immediately apparent effect
of LHCD on the behavior of this mode was to increase the period between
relaxation bursts compared to purely ohmic discharges. 14 Previously, the
Versator II experiments have shown that the addition of sufficient electron
cyclotron heating power could stabilize this mode17 , and in purely RF current
sustained plasmas with dI/dt = 0, and V loop = 0 the relaxation oscillations
also can be stable 15,16 ,17 ,2 5,26 although at the end of the RF power pulse the
tail mode may appear.25
In our experiments it was found that under conditions when sufficient
lower-hybrid power was applied to the ohmic discharge, the relaxation mode was
suppressed, as indicated by the absence of loop voltage oscillations, x-ray
bursts, RF busts, etc.; note, however, that the measured loop voltage need not
be necessarily zero. It is also found that this mode suppression is sensitive
to small changes in plasma equilibrium position and impurity levels, and may
be triggered by small changes in these quantities. Similar stabilization
effects by LHCD have been reported in the T-7 tokamak experiments. 2 7 In the
present paper our main interest is in the correlation of the RF suppression of
the relaxation mode with the confinement increase during lower hybrid current
drive so the details of the stability threshold of this mode, and its
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dependence on various plasma parameters will not be treated in great detail.
A comparison between discharges where the mode was suppressed during
current drive, and where a single mode burst occured is shown in Fig. 4. In
Fig. 4a suppression of the tail mode during the RF pulse is evident. The loop
voltage and hard x-ray signals are smooth and show no bursts until the end of
the RF pulse at which time the mode activity again appears. The density and
HO emission are also smooth and indicate an increase of particle confinement
during the RF pulse. With a small change of equilibrium conditions, however,
a repeatable example of a single instability burst during the RF pulse was
produced, as shown in Fig. 4b. In this case the characteristic x-ray burst
and loop voltage spike occur at t = 9 milliseconds, as indicated by the marker
arrow in Fig. 4b. In addition to the burst activity evident on loop voltage
and x-ray emission signals the behavior of the density and Ha signals are also
in clear contrast to the case without mode activity (Fig. 4a). After the
initial density rise at the beginning of the RF pulse, the density decayed
rapidly immediately after the mode burst at t=9 millisecond; and overall, the
amount of density rise was reduced (Fig. 4b) in comparison to that of Fig. 4a.
This decrease in the central chord density continued for approximately 1.0
millisecond, then ri reached a minimum and began to increase again. In the
one millisecond period following the mode burst ; decreased by 10% while in
the case, Fig. 4a, without the burst, n increased by 15% in this time
interval. As shown in Fig. 4b, the H. behavior was also correlated with the
bursting activity. During the RF pulse a representative Ha signal initially
decreased, dropping rapidly below the ohmic level signal in approximately 1
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millisecond, then when the mode burst occured, Fig. 4b, the Ha signal
increased sharply for a period of 0.5 milliseconds, reached a maximum, then
slowly decreased over a 1.5 millisecond period. The Ha signal shown in Fig.
4b is typical of the H. signals seen at all monitored toroidal locations
during a mode burst. From the particle confinement analysis above it
follows that the particle confinement time decreased during the approximately
1.5 millisecond period following the mode burst, then began to increase
again.
At lower RF power levels when several mode bursts occured during the RF
pulse, or with reversed coupler phasing, little or no density increase was
seen as compared to the case of purely ohmic discharges. It is important to
note that at low power or with reversed phasing the density does not drop
below that of the ohmic discharge, indicating that the particle confinement
time is comparable to the purely ohmic case.
In general, after the RF pulse ends large mode bursts were observed; this
can be seen in Fig. 4a and b as a rapid loop voltage increase and hard x-ray
increase. At this time the Ha signal increased and the density rapidly
decreased indicating a rapid drop in Tp after the RF is shut off. Hence, the
rapid drop in confinement at the end of the RF pulse is also correlated with a
mode burst. As noted above, and in reference 14 the tail mode was active
throughout most of the ohmic phase of these discharges, occurring both before
and after the RF pulse. In the ohmic phase the period between bursts was
typically a few hundred microseconds, and consequently the bulk signals such
as the loop voltage and hard x-ray emission showed a quasi-steady level which
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represents a time average of the rapid individual bursts during this phase of
the discharge. Individual bursts in this phase however, were easily detected
as RF noise bursts on RF probes.14 To summarize,. these observations indicate
clearly that the improved confinement is correlated with the stabilization of
the tail mode relaxation oscillation during LHCD.
Further evidence for the connection between the tail mode and confinement
is shown in Fig. 5 where the density, Ha signal level, and the number of mode
bursts occurring during the RF pulse are shown as a function of applied RF
power. First, it is evident from this data that the density increase, and H.
decrease occur at a threshold in RF power, Pth = 4kW. When the RF power was
increased further, so that Prf > Pth the density and H. levels became indepen-
dent of RF power. This observation also reinforces the conclusion that the
density increase was not due to RF coupler breakdown, which would tend to
become more severe with increasing RF power levels. Also shown in Fig. 5 is
the power dependence of the number of tail mode instability bursts occurring
during the RF pulse, up to the time when the density and HIa signals are
sampled. It is evident that the RF power threshold for the suppression of the
mode bursts is the same as the power threshold for the improved confinement
behavior. It should be noted that the absolute power level of this stabiliza-
tion threshold depends on the detailed equilibrium conditions of the
discharge; nevertheless, the correlation between the mode suppression and
confinement improvement was always evident. If the particle confinement
increase occurs as a consequence of the stabilization of the tail mode
relaxation instability, this power threshold can be understood: the saturation
of the particle confinement and density increase with RF power (see Fig. 5) is
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a consequence of the fact that the tail mode is fully stabilized at power
levels Prf >th
In experiments where the phasing of the waveguide coupler was reversed to
= -90', the period of the mode bursts also increased compared to that of
the ohmic discharge. However, the mode period remained short compared to the
RF pulse duration and mode suppression throughout the RF pulse was not
obtained at least to power levels up to 50 kW. Furthermore, there was no
significant improvement in confinement with A# = -90*.
In the experiments described so far the plasma density was maintained
at levels below n = 6 x 1012cm- 3 the density limit for efficient current
drive with the 800 MHz RF power source.1 When RF power was injected into
discharges with n > 6 x 1012cnf3 no significant density increase was observed
during the RF pulse, nor was there a decrease in H. emission. Thus RF
injection did not affect the confinement in discharges with density above the
current drive density limit. It must also be noted that in ohmic discharges
with densities above n = 6-7 x 1012cm- 3 the tail mode activity is generally
absent under normal Versator II operating conditions.
V. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
From the above data and analysis it is evident that the density and
particle confinement increase observed during our current drive experiments
occured under conditions when the anomalous doppler tail mode was suppressed
by the initiation of RF current drive. Several questions naturally arise from
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these experimental results. First, what is the mechanism which stabilizes the
tail relaxation mode during RF current drive ; and second, why is the particle
transport enhanced when the mode is unstable. We will discuss both questions
briefly before presenting our conclusions.
The anomalous doppler mode is driven by the anisotropy of the electron
tail, T,,>>TL. Linear stability analysis of this mode yields the growth rate
. k~ )v,, IV, _ 2K (6)
kIkj
as given by reference 9. Here f = f(v,,, v.) is the two dimensional electron
velocity distribution function, d vf(v., v') = 1,f(v,) is the one
dimensional distribution function, f(v,) = 2Tv.Ldv f(v,., v),
u k = wpek/k , wpe is the electron plasma frequency, and Vei is the
electron ion collision frequency.
The first term represents Landau damping of the unstable wave, the second
term is the effect of collisional damping and the final term is the effect of
the anomalous doppler resonance, which causes the wave to grow. This mode can
become unstable with a runaway electron distribution function for which the
tail parallel temperature substantially exceeds the perpendicular
temperature. Application of external RF wave power can modify f(vII, v,) by
quasi-linear diffusion, possibly leading to stabilization of the mode. For
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example, in our earlier experiments electron cyclotron heating was applied to
increase the perpendicular temperature of the tail and it was found that when
sufficient EC power was applied the tail mode relaxation oscillations were
suppressed14 .
In the present experiments quasi-linear diffusion caused by lower-hybrid
waves causes transport of electrons to higher v,,, and increased T.,. Thus the
lower-hybrid waves apparently increase the anisotropy of the electron
distribution function, and this is a destabilizing influence rather than a
stabilizing one.' The anomalous doppler mode can be stabilized by increasing
the tail perpendicular temperature, or by decreasing the number of tail
electrons at high velocities, v., = (we+w )/k,,. Both of these effects can
decrease the destabilizing term containing f which appears in the growth
rate of the mode. The mode can also be stabilized by increasing the value of
af/av1 at the Landau resonance, vi =W/k1 . Further analysis of the
quasi-linear equations such as in reference 31 will be needed to determine
which of the above effects, if any, are responsible for our observations that
the application of lower-hybrid power can stabilize the relaxation mode.
In several current drive experiments, under some conditions it was
observed that the hard x-ray emission from the chamber walls was reduced
during the RF pulsel,5,15,2 5,30 , see also Fig. 4a. This reduction in hard
x-ray emission is surprising since the application of RF power tends to
increase the number of high energy tail electrons in the plasma. However,
this decreased x-ray emission, and hence decreased loss rate of fast electrons
to the chamber walls and limiter may be a consequence of the RF stabilization
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of the tail mode. During the ohmic phase of the discharge before application
of RF power the mode bursting can be frequent and in this case pitch angle
scattering of the fast tail electrons by the anomalous doppler resonance can
result in trapping of a fraction of these electrons in the local magnetic
mirrors present between toroidal field coils. As shown clearly in the TFR
experiments 23 -the mode activity in the ohmic discharge results in rapid
periodic dumps of fast electrons to the wall at locations between toroidal
field coils. Thus the mode activity can lead to enhanced losses of the high
energy tail electrons. Clearly then, stabilization of the tail mode by
lower-hybrid current drive would eliminate this fast electron loss process
resulting in a reduced flux of fast electrons onto the walls and limiters.
This mechanism may explain our observations of a decrease in the wall and
limiter hard x-ray flux during the RF pulse.
Now the question of the mechanism responsible for the evident connection
between the tail mode activity and particle confinement will be discussed. It
is evident that the tail mode itself causes a direct loss of a fraction of the
high energy electrons, as seen for example, by the hard x-ray burst evident in
Fig. 4b. In the case of purely ohmic discharges this fast electron loss
process is well documented, for example in reference 23, and references
contained therein. A potential explanation of the particle confinement change
when the tail mode is stabilized is that the direct loss of fast electrons is
reduced by application of lower-hybrid current drive. When the mode is
stabilized by RF current drive a fast particle loss channel is eliminated
possibly leading to the observed increases inCp when the mode is stabilized.
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Now we will show that ripple losses of the fast electron component
represents a loss process which is too small to account for the observed
reduced confinement during the ohmic phase of the discharges in our
experiments. Fast electrons which are lost due to tail mode activity will
carry energy out of the discharge, and since the lost particles are very
energetic 23, the mode activity causes an energy loss as well as a fast
particle loss. Since the upper bound for the energy loss is the input ohmic
heating power we can obtain an upper bound on the energy of the lost
electrons. As shown in section III, the anomalous particle loss channel
which is suppressed by the RF represents a particle loss rate approximately
given by
R'=.8R0 = .8 N! (1F
In the data presented in Fig. 3 we find at t = 23 milliseconds, NRF = 4 x
1017 particles and C = 1.15 milliseconds which yields R' = 2.8 x 1020
particles/sec, for the anomalous particle loss rate which the RF suppresses.
If ripple trapping and loss of the fast electron component is responsible
for this loss ratea corresponding energy loss rate must result. This power
loss is given by: P loss = EtR' where it is the average energy of the ripple
lost electrons. Clearly, the ohmic heating input power is greater than
Ploss, hence we have the following upper bound for Et : Et < POH/R'. In the
case of the data presented in Fig. 4 the value of POH is 15kW, and with the
above value of R' we find that Et < 400eV, which is actually comparable to the
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bulk central electron temperature in our experiments. Thus the average energy
of the particles lost through the anomalous particle loss channel denoted by
R' must be less than 400eV. On the other hand the energy of the electrons
lost during the tail mode burst due to ripple trapping is on the order of
10-100keV. Hence it can be concluded that the ripple loss of fast electrons
during the anomalous doppler mode is not the main particle loss process needed
to explain the observed improved particle confinement during lower-hybrid
current drive. The direct loss of the tail particles cannot account for the
observed decreases in bulk density, for example, in Fig. 4b, after a mode
burst. We conclude that some other process is responsible for the observed
behavior of the particle confinement time during RF current drive when the
tail mode is stabilized.
Effects which may play a role in the bulk particle transport include:
magnetic fluctuations induced by the rapid tail current and current profile
changes which appear to occur during a mode burst (fluctuations in the
poloidal magnetic field were observed in our experiments with Mirnov type
pickup coils), current driven drift-wave-like fluctuations, and changes in the
electrostatic potential profile of the plasma. Further experimental work will
be needed to determine which if any of these effects is responsible for the
particle confinement changes.
In conclusion, our experiments have shown that the density increase
observed during combined inductive and lower-hybrid current drive is due to a
significant increase in particle confinement time. Furthermore, this
increased confinement occurs when the anomalous doppler tail mode is stabilized
by the initiation of lower-hybrid current drive.
-25-
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1 a) Time dependence of the average density in a purely ohmic discharge
(dashed curve) and a discharge with lower-hybrid current drive and ohmic
drive combined (solid curve). Density profiles were taken at the times
indicated by the arrows.
1 b) Density profiles at the times indicated in Fig. la. The error bar
indicates an estimate of the maximal curve fitting error in the Abel
inversion of the interferometric chordal data.
2 a) Time dependence of density and Ha brightness at various toroidal
locations during gas puffing and RF current drive.
2 b) Chordal brightnesses of various impurity lines during RF current drive.
FeII 259.9 nm, CIII 229.7 nm, OV 278.1 nm, CV 227.1 nm, and NVI 189.7 nml.
3. Time dependence of the total particle number, N, as obtained by spatial
integration of the density profile data, dN/dt, and the total ionization
source, obtained from H. data, and the evolution of the global par-
ticle confinement time'C obtained from equation 1. The initial value
ofC in the ohmic phase was taken to ber 0 = 0.5 millisecond.
4 a) Time dependence of density, Ha brightness, plasma current, loop
voltage, hard x-ray emission, and RF power for a case with no tail mode
bursting activity during the RF pulse.
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4 b) Time dependence of signals for the case of a single tail mode burst
occuring during the RF pulse at the time indicated by the marker
arrows.
5. Dependence on RF power level of average density, Ha brightness
during the RF pulse, and the number of tail mode instability bursts
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